Tonight, Wednesday 26 June 2008 from 6 to 8pm!

EVENING DDL---ICAR*
3L SUMMER SCHOOL---I_DOCORA**

*Interactions, Corpus, Apprentissages, Représentations
** Intéraction : DOnnées, CORpus, Analyse

*****

An evening get together of the two Lyon summer schools organized by
the two CNRS laboratories of the department of
‘Sciences du Langage’ of Lyon2

on description and documentation of languages (3L)
and
verbal interactions (I_DOCORA)

organized by
Lorenza MONDADA (ICAR) and Colette GRINEVALD (DDL)
in English

to discuss shared concerns of fieldwork,
data collection, data processing and analyses,
and articulate specificities
of our respective fields and sub-disciplines of linguistics

*****

Amphitheatre of the Ecole Normale Supérieure (ENS)
Address: 15, parvis René Descartes

take the T2 tram in front of the institute, towards SAINT-PRIEST BEL-AIR
change at first stop: Jean Macé
take metro towards STADE DE GERLAN
get off at station Debourg
the ENS is across the street to the right

count 15 min from the ISH
Program

Introduction
(Lorenza Mondada ICAR & Colette Grinevald DDL):

• Entering the field
• Collecting data - with various methodologies
• Developing relationships with informants / participants – ethical issues
• Organizing feed-back

******

Presentations

Description and Documentation of Languages

• Peter Austin (London) "The new field of language documentation"
• Aude Soubrier (Lyon) “Text based grammar” using Toolbox on an Ikposo (Togo) text
• Colette Grinevald and Natalia Cáceres (Lyon) "Recording last speakers: the case of Uchhumataqu of Bolivia"

Verbal Interactions

• Luca Greco (Paris) “Doing fieldwork among the drag kings”
• Elwys de Stefani (Bern) “Grammar and interaction in supermarket exchanges”
• Lorenza Mondada (Lyon) “Doing linguistics in the operating room”

******

General Discussion

******

Cocktail